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All about Horses
Many women become horse crazy as girls and never lose their admiration
for the beauty, dignity, wisdom, and whimsicality of these remarkable
creatures. Here, fifty women offer their stories of the path of equine
wisdom and the benefits of a good relationship with a loving horse,
from improved confidence (and yes, even firmer thighs) to reconnecting
with the world after a period of grief.

Sports Illustrated

Chronicle of the Horse
Thirteen-year-old Emily's joy at spending the summer at a horse camp
is clouded by the depressed behavior of an overweight misfit in her
cabin, who resists attempts to make her feel better about herself and
eventually disappears with no explanation.

Sports in North America: Sports in the depression 1930-1940

The Great Black Jockeys
Orange Coast Magazine is the oldest continuously published lifestyle
magazine in the region, bringing together Orange County¹s most
affluent coastal communities through smart, fun, and timely editorial
content, as well as compelling photographs and design. Each issue
features an award-winning blend of celebrity and newsmaker profiles,
service journalism, and authoritative articles on dining, fashion,
home design, and travel. As Orange County¹s only paid subscription
lifestyle magazine with circulation figures guaranteed by the Audit
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Bureau of Circulation, Orange Coast is the definitive guidebook into
the county¹s luxe lifestyle.

Barbaro

The Sports Card Explosion

Good Sports
When her best friend Judy comes to visit the riding camp where
thirteen-year-old Emily is spending the summer, Judy is a big hit with
the other campers and Emily suddenly feels left out and jealous.

Crazy for Horses

Horse Crazy

Riding Home
Presents librarians and teachers with information on more than 1,200
fiction series for children in kindergarten through sixth grade,
providing annotations, a listing of titles, important characters,
genre, author biography, grade level, and major themes.

Horse Play
Imagine Thoroughbreds thundering over your desk or graceful Arabians
flying across your wall! Here are sixteen full-colour photos of horses
and lots of fascinatingfacts to read, too. Stats and a description of
the breed accompany each poster, and additional information abounds:
the oldest breed of horse alive, how to tell a ponyfrom a horse, horse
anatomy, colour terminology, famous horse events, kinds of
competitions, and more. There is even an extensive list of addresses
and websites for kids who want to gallop into the world of horses.
Nothing fascinates kids as much as animals, and few animals captivate
the heart and imagination as much ashorses do. Crazy for Horses
combines appealing photographs and informative text, making it
essential for horse lovers of all ages.

Horse Crazy

Books in Print Supplement
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Horse Schools

Books in Print
Need a journal or notebook for school, home or work? Every equestrian
can use another horse notebook! Check out this creative series
launched for Spring 2019 that features a wide variety of equestrian
sport horses and riders in colorful and creative abstract and artistic
backgrounds. This college ruled interior 7.44"x 9.69" composition book
can do the job at home school or work while bringing joy to any
equestrian or horse crazy girl! Highlights: College ruled white
exercise book interior is perfect for class notes, journals or any
other list making. Standard school composition book size 7.44" x 9.69"
notebook. Soft cover notebook features a premium quality printing with
firm binding. Inspire young and adult horse fans to use this cute book
for class, school, homeschool or any creative writing activity. At 200
pages (100 sheets), there is plenty of room for documenting your
course work or personal thoughts. An excellent gift for the horseback
rider or horse lover in your family. See other cover designs available
in this series of horse lover creative composition books for school
and home.

Notebook for Equestrians
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled
the 20th Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the largest, most
amazing collection of professional photography on the internet. Users
can browse, search and view photos of today’s people and events. They
have free access to share, print and post images for personal use.

Crazy Good
Describes the characteristics of American quarter horses, including a
history, a discussion of their specific traits, and information about
riding and ownership.

Still Horse Crazy After All These Years
Need a notebook for school, home or work? Every equestrian can use
another horse notebook! Check out this creative series launched for
Spring 2019 that features a wide variety of equestrian sport horses
and riders in colorful and creative abstract and artistic backgrounds.
This blank, page-numbered 7.44"x 9.69" composition book can do the job
at home school or work while bringing joy to any equestrian or horse
crazy girl! Highlights: Blank white exercise book interior with pages
numbered 1-200. Standard school composition book size 7.44" x 9.69"
notebook. Soft cover notebook features a premium quality printing with
firm binding. Inspire young and adult horse fans to use this cute book
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for general writing and notes. At 200 pages (100 sheets), there is
plenty of room for documenting your days and weeks. An excellent gift
for the horseback rider or horse lover in your family. See other cover
designs available in this series of horse lover creative composition
books for school and home.

Out
Carole Hanson and Stevie Lake have been best friends ever since they
met at Pine Hollow Stables. So when Lisa Atwood joins their
ridinggroup, the girls aren't sure she's got what it takes. Lisa may
be the smartest student in the classroom, but she's got a lot to learn
when it comes to horses. . . .

Surprise, Surprise!
Offers profiles of the great African American jockeys who were
prominent from the early 1700s to the turn of the twentieth century

Popular Series Fiction for K-6 Readers
An indispensable source of information for parents and students of all
ages in the search for horse-related educational programs and careers.

Esquire
Jim Wofford brings his immense talent for telling tales--all of them
(mostly) true--to the page in this incredibly entertaining memoir of
an equestrian life.

American Quarter Horses Are My Favorite!
Out is a fashion, style, celebrity and opinion magazine for the modern
gay man.

Virginia Librarian
ONE OF USA TODAY'S “20 SUMMER BOOKS YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS” In the
bestselling tradition of works by such authors as Susan Orlean and
Mary Roach, a New York Times reporter and Pulitzer Prize finalist
explores why so many people—including herself—are obsessed with
horses. It may surprise you to learn that there are over seven million
horses in America—even more than when they were the only means of
transportation—and nearly two million horse owners. Acclaimed
journalist and avid equestrian Sarah Maslin Nir is one of them; she
began riding horses when she was just two years old and hasn’t stopped
since. Horse Crazy is a fascinating, funny, and moving love letter to
these graceful animals and the people who—like her—are obsessed with
them. It is also a coming-of-age story of Nir growing up an outsider
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within the world’s most elite inner circles, and finding her true
north in horses. Nir takes readers into the lesser-known corners of
the riding world and profiles some of its most captivating figures. We
meet Monty Roberts, the California trainer whose prowess earned him
the nickname “the man who listens to horses,” and his pet deer; George
and Ann Blair, who at their riding academy on a tiny island in
Manhattan’s Harlem River seek to resurrect the erased legacy of the
African American cowboy; and Francesca Kelly, whose love for an Indian
nobleman shaped her life’s mission: to protect an endangered Indian
breed of horse and bring them to America. Woven into these compelling
character studies, Nir shares her own moving personal narrative. She
details her father’s harrowing tale of surviving the Holocaust, and
describes an enchanted but deeply lonely upbringing in Manhattan,
where horses became her family. She found them even in the middle of
the city, in a stable disguised in an old townhouse and in Central
Park, when she chased down truants as an auxiliary mounted patrol
officer. And she speaks candidly of how horses have helped her
overcome heartbreak and loss. Infused with heart and wit, and with
each chapter named after a horse Nir has loved, Horse Crazy is an
unforgettable blend of beautifully written memoir and first-rate
reporting.

Orange Coast Magazine
Documents the life story of a record-breaking champion horse whose
disabilities nearly caused his euthanasia at birth, in an account that
also describes the contributions of his shopkeeper owner and alcoholic
driver. 50,000 first printing.

Crazy Horse
Includes authors, titles, subjects.

Horseback Summer

Horse Crazy

College Ruled Notebook for Equestrian

Graph Notebook for Equestrian
Revisit the special events captured on cards and collectibles with
Mark K. Larson, from 1-cent cards to $451,000 investments. You'll find
memories like Hank Aaron's 755th home run, Bob Uecker's greatest
thrill in baseball, Nolan Ryan's 300th win and more!
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Forthcoming Books
"Text and photos introduce readers to general information about
horses, including physical characteristics, historical origin, life
cycle, body language, and horses in pop culture"--

LIFE
Thirteen-year-old Emily's wonderful summer at Webster's Country Horse
Camp comes to an exciting end, as her cabin acquires a friendly but
exhausting eight-year-old mascot and relatives begin to gather for
Parents' Night.

Happy Trails

Sports Fiction for Adults
Thirteen-year-old Emily and her fellow campers at Webster's Country
Horse Camp fear that the owner plans to sell his land to a real estate
developer, so they stretch the truth a bit in trying to convince the
developer of imaginary hazards on the property.

Children's Book Review Index 85-94 V 3
Horse Crazy explores the meaning behind the love between girls and
horses. Jean O'Malley Halley, a self-professed "horse girl," contends
that this relationship and its cultural signifiers influence the
manner in which young girls define their identity when it comes to
gender. Halley examines how popular culture, including the "pony book"
genre, uses horses to encourage conformity to gender norms but also
insists that the loving relationship between a girl and a horse
fundamentally challenges sexist and mainstream ideas of girlhood.
Horse Crazy looks at the relationships between girls and horses
through the frameworks of Michel Foucault's concepts of normalization
and biopower, drawing conclusions about the way girls' agency is both
normalized and resistant to normalization. Segments of Halley's own
experiences with horses as a young girl, as well as experiences from
the perspective of other girls, are sources for examination. "Horsey
girls," as she calls them, are girls who find a way to defy the
expectations given to them by society-thinness, obsession with makeup
and beauty, frailty-and gain the possibility of freedom in the
process. Drawing on Nicole Shukin's uses of animal capital theories,
Halley also explores the varied treatment of horses themselves as an
example of the biopolitical use of nonhuman animals and the
manipulation and exploitation of horse life. In so doing she engages
with common ways we think and feel about animals and with the
technologies of speciesism.
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Horse Crazy

A Guide for the Parents of Horse-crazy Kids

Girls Series Books
The girls at Webster's Country Horse Camp despair of winning the
upcoming sports and riding competition with a rival boys' camp, until
Libby's unconventional grandmother shows up to coach them in softball.

Horse Crazy
Need a journal or notebook for school, home or work? Every equestrian
can use another horse notebook! Check out this creative series
launched for Spring 2019 that features a wide variety of equestrian
sport horses and riders in colorful and creative abstract and artistic
backgrounds. This dot grid interior 7.44"x 9.69" composition book can
do the job at home school or work while bringing joy to any equestrian
or horse crazy girl! Highlights: Dot grid white exercise book interior
is perfect for journaling. Standard school composition book size 7.44"
x 9.69" notebook. Soft cover notebook features a premium quality
printing with firm binding. Inspire young and adult horse fans to use
this cute book for doodling, games, organizing or journal writing. At
200 pages (100 sheets), there is plenty of room for documenting your
days and weeks. An excellent gift for the horseback rider or horse
lover in your family. See other cover designs available in this series
of horse lover creative composition books for school and home.
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